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Islamic tree of prophets



Portals and Star Gates 
When Star Gates and Portals activate, the counter-rotating electromag
netic spirai pair merges to form a Meri<aba Vehide, its center becomes a 
•form Constant• Still Point that links various Space-time locations directly 
to each other, creating a trans-time bridge. 

Venical Axls spirai pairs form the 
Star Gates of the Dimensionai 
Lock System. whkh permit pas
sage between space-time loc.t
tions in multiple Universes and 
Oensity Levels. 

Horizontal and Olagonal Axls spirai palrs form the Portals of the Time 
Ponal System, whlch permit passage between space-time locations in 
one Universe and One Oenslty Level. 
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The Tree of Immortality 
(Arabic: دلخلا ةرجش Shajarat al-Khold) is the tree of life
motif as it appears in the Quran. It is also alluded to in 
hadiths and tafsir. Unlike the biblical account, the Quran 
mentions only one tree in Eden, also called the tree of 
immortality and ownerships of no decay,[1] which Allah 
specifically forbade to Adam and Eve; in other words, 
there is no tree of knowledge in the Quran. 
The tree in Quran is used as an example for a concept, 
idea, way of life or code of life. A good concept/idea is 
represented as a good tree and a bad idea/concept is 
represented as a bad tree.
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People behind the project,Luca-Aronne-Sergio-Faiz
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